
THE HERMIT’S MUSIC PROJECT – “Way Down in the Alley” 

Regardless of the number of albums released on the label by individual artists, it’s the spirit of collaboration, the 

sheer joy of creating music together, that has always lain at the heart of The Hermit’s Music. Steered and 

encouraged by the imprint’s founder, Paul Bezooyen, the community of likeminded musicians involved in his 

grassroots endeavour routinely contribute to each other’s projects, and team up in permutations governed by 

wherever the muse should guide them. To this end, it’s no surprise whatsoever that this latest full-length release 

on the label sees Bezooyen in cahoots with Dave Kilbank and Bob Enns - both of whom he has issued material with 

before - in a tripartite venture that, in Bezooyen’s words, “epitomizes the ideals at The Hermit’s music.” And, as 

Bezooyen, Kilbank & Enns (or combinations thereof) doesn’t possess quite the same snappy ring as, say, Crosby, 

Stills & Nash, or Emerson, Lake & Palmer, considering the nature of this beast could there be a more apt moniker 

for it than The Hermit’s Music Project? 

Even so, irrespective of these core values of working in a tight-knit fashion, bringing Way Down in the Alley to 

fruition was not without obstacles, including what is generally termed in music biz parlance as ‘creative 

differences.’ With each artist approaching their craft with distinct individual methodology, of which they would 

naturally be protective, coalescing the trio into a ‘band’ presented a few headaches. As Bezooyen says, the album 

“challenged each of them to be open to letting someone else get their fingerprints all over their songs,” meaning 

that “the process was not easy or without conflict.” Also factoring in the need to record remotely from each other 

as a tiresome yet necessary consequence of the pandemic, the album took a full two years from inception to 

completion. Yet, as listeners will emphatically glean, the pain and stress of Way Down in the Alley’s lengthy 

gestation has certainly proven worthwhile, and the trio’s overarching aims for the album have been successfully 

achieved. 

Ironically, having spoken to their need to engineer a cohesive band vibe, although its songs are obviously 

sequenced for the purpose of flow the easiest way to present an overview of this project is to dissect it by 

examining what each of the three musicians brings to the table. I’ve chosen to do this in such a manner because, as 

mentioned above, each songwriter’s style is perspicuous, especially concerning lyrics. And, whether such diplomacy 

was intended or not, it makes sense in that there’s a fairly even split concerning individual representation: Kilbank 

and Enns have supplied four songs each, Bezooyen three, and there are two Bezooyen/Kilbank cowrites.  

Let’s begin with Kilbank’s songs, placed at 1, 4, 10 and 12 of the 13 total. With its sweet, twinkling piano melody 

and lush harmonies – a distinct and deliberate feature of the entire album - the opener, Languishing, sounds for all 

the world like a composition penned for the festive season. It finds the narrator, presumably Kilbank himself, at a 

juncture, seemingly uncertain and lacking motivation, caught between ‘good and bad, happy and sad, up and 

down,’ inwardly (and openly, to the listener) questioning how to move forward in life. It’s typical of Kilbank’s lyrical 

introspection and wordplay, each line pivoting on the song’s title. A light folk number with jazzy flourishes, The Test 

of Time appears to be a subtly expressed love song, yet continues the songwriter’s common theme of probing away 

at life’s mysteries and problems, yet simultaneously offering refuge from it all via the bonds of close friendship. I’ll 

get to the song sequenced at # 10 later, leaving just Big Brains as the last of Kilbank’s contributions to comment 

upon: he’s always written with wit and a charming hint of self-deprecation, so with the opening lines of The brain is 

a great big place / Much bigger than outer space / But sometimes in my thoughts I find / That I’ve really got a very 

small mind, you just know this song will be a winner. And so it is, as Kilbank cogitates on the immense power of the 

brain, and his own thought processes, with awestruck wonder and not a little of his signature humour. 

Enns, on the other hand, is evidently an unabashed romantic. Every single one of us has been in the situation he 

describes in Morning Stay Away, the album’s third track. Dreading the hour at which he must leave to be parted 

from a loved one, he wishes time would stand still so that moment will never arrive. The sumptuous Fandango is 

up next from Enns (at # 6), and is a soft, jazzy and gently funky tune concerning love at first sight: 

I remember when I walked into that room, and I saw you looking back at me / Crowded little coffee place where I 

could only see one face, you smiled at me. 



Sonically, it recalls even such as The Style Council’s more introspective moments, You’re the Best Thing in 

particular. A sweet duet with The Hermit’s Music confrere, Cali Massey, Come Back Home sees the Enns of 

Morning Stay Away still far from where he wants to be, and in the embrace of his loved one, both singers echoing 

the same longing to be reunited. Closing the album Enns’ All of Us is a harmony-laden, profound contemplation on 

existence, the enormity of time gone by and to come, and the path to each of our journey’s unavoidable 

conclusion. 

On that thought-provoking note, let’s take a look at Bezooyen’s songs, plus the two team-ups with regular 

collaborator Kilbank. Like Enns, this songwriter is also a romantic soul, but also as a nature and animal lover fond of 

presenting imagery of the natural world and the seasons in his material. True to form, the first line of Heart’s 

Beating Faster (5) makes mention of ‘dark, misty mountains,‘ and the need to clear his mind out in nature, the 

smell of moist fallen leaves in his nostrils. The gentle, pretty clap-along of Joyous Escape (8) is Way Down in the 

Alley’s sole instrumental, and having turned to wordless guitar and piano compositions in recent years, further 

evidence of the excellent cinematic incidental music Bezooyen seems able to effortlessly produce. Visually 

represented by the fun album artwork – courtesy of Comox Valley artist, Naomi teWinkel - with its head-nodder of 

a bassline the title track (11) is, on one hand, a comical tale of a cat, dog, and raccoon jamming up groovy tunes in a 

back alley in the early hours, but also a transparent metaphor for what sheer delight it is to make music in a group. 

(As an aside I cannot help but wonder which animal refers to each member of The Hermit’s Music Project?!)         

Bezooyen and Kilbank have previously released two collaborative albums, here adding two more songs to their 

canon. With a theme of seasonal transition from the grip of winter to the renewal of spring, chiming guitars and a 

Bezooyen vocal lead the way on The Last Days of Winter (2), typifying the kind of reflective material that they excel 

in as a duo. Kilbank takes the lead on Bodies of Water (7), a track boasting a fabulous, though all-too-brief twin-

lead guitar break at the two-minute mark, and bearing faint echoes of Santana due to its Latin-esque percussive 

groove. 

Finally, and you will understand why I’ve left it until last to mention, Kilbank’s The Hermit’s Blues (10) is a self-

referential, twangy country-blues song that, cheekily reveling in the state of introversion, is to all intents and 

purposes a theme tune for this trio of ‘shy’ musicians and project they’ve collectively pieced together over 24 

months: 

I’ve been a hermit since my teenager days / I’m sorta stuck in my ways (It’s a craze) / My friends are hermits, too / 

We’re all in a daze / Self-imposed lockdown in a haze (Out of phase) / We write our songs alone, we only come out 

to play / And we can jam online, share music with no talk of pay / We mix and master, then we do it again / The 

Hermit’s Blues and folk and jazz keeps us sane 

And so it unwinds for four chucklesome minutes. It’s humorous, certainly, but with crisp lead guitar from Enns and 

Bezooyen’s cool organ playing – a first for him, I believe - it’s also a slinky, downtempo blues from the top drawer. 

The production and playing on this track are exemplary, but then so is the musicianship throughout. Bezooyen 

states that the three of them challenged themselves to provide all of the instrumentation, pushing them out of 

comfort zones “to improve their proficiency on other instruments.” To that end he handles 6-string acoustic and 

electric guitars; keyboard bass; electric piano; organ; synth & strings, and virtual drums. Enns also plays 6-string 

acoustic and electric guitars, while in addition to 12-string acoustic guitar and 6-string electric guitar, like Bezooyen 

Kilbank also tackles keyboard bass & strings, and virtual drums. 

In conclusion, although Way Down in the Alley was created during the ongoing pandemic, is it accurate to call it a 

‘pandemic project’? Well, yes and no. Yes in the literal sense pertaining to the when, but no because these guys are 

core members of The Hermit’s Music - a venture that thrives on the very essence of creative allyship - so regardless 

of when, it would have appeared at some point. Two years in the making or not, let’s be grateful it was sooner than 

later. 


